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ABSTRACT 
The task of keyword spotting is to detect a set of keywords in the 
input continuous speech. In a keyword spotter， not only the key
words， but also the non-keyword intervals must be modeled. For 
this purpose， filler (or garbage) models are used. To date， most of 
the keyword spotters have been based on hidden Markov models 
(HMM). More specifically， a set of H恥岱1 is used as garbage mod
els. In血is paper， a two-pass keyword spotting technique based 
on bilingual hidden Markov models is presented. In the first pass， 

our technique uses phonemic garbage models to represent出e non
keyword intervals， and in the second stage出e putative悩ts are ver
ified using normalized scores. The main difference from similar 
approaches lies in the way the non-keyword intervals are modeled 
In this work， the target language is Japanese， and English was cho
sen as the ・E紅bage' language for training the phonemic garbage 
models. Experimental results on both clean and noisy telephone 
speech data showed higher performance compared with using a 
common set of acoustic models. Moreover， par釘neter tuning (e.g. 
word insertion penaltyωning) does not have a serious effect on 
the perform組ce. For a vocabulary of 100 keywords and using 
clean telephone speech test data we achieved a 92.04% recogni
tion rate with only a 7.96% false alarm rate， and without word 
insertion penalty tuning. Using noisy telephone speech test data 
we achieved a 87.29% recognition rate with only a 12.71 % false 
al訂m rate. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The task of keyword spotting is to detect a set of keywords (sin
gle or multiple keywords) in the input continuous speech. In some 
applications the keyword spolting may have an important rol巴. Es
pecially， in applications based on telephone speech rωognition the 
perfoロn釦ce c釦 be increased by implementing a keyword spotting 
technique， compared to when白e syntax contains only keywords 
without garbage models. Howeve.r， usually in such applications， 
the input speech includes out-of-task words， noise components， 
mobile phone speech or spontaneous speech characteristics. By 
in町oducing a keyword spotting technique these phenomena can be 
rりected， and therefore the system allows users 出e flexibility to 
S戸ak naturally. The final goal of this study is to develop a key
word spotting method for telephone speech. 

The problem of keyword spotting has been approach巴d in sev
eral ways目Bridle approaches the problem by introducing dynarnic 
prograr紅白ng techniques for whole word templates [1]. Higgins et 
al.， introduces a continuous speech recognition approach 10 key
word spotting， and they also define filler templates to represent 
the non-keyword portions [2]. Fina]]y， Rose et al. introduces the 
H恥岱1 based keyword spotting [3]. 

In a keyword spotter not on]y the keywords， but also the non
keywords or noise components must be explicitly modeled. Al・
though several approaches exist for modeling these intervals， the 
most common ones are based on lllv仏1. In such approaches， a set 
of Ht.仏1 (garbage or filler models) is chosen to represent the non
k巴yword intervals [3， 4， 5， 6]. 

The perform叩ce of加E弘1M based keyword spotter heavily 
depends on the ability of the garbage models to represent non
speech intervals， without r.句ecting the coπect keyword hits (false 
rejections). Therefore， the choice of an appropriate g訂bage model 
set is a critical issue. The most common approaches are as follows: 

• The training corpus for a specific lask is splil into keyword 
and non-keyword (extraneous) data. [3，4]. 

The keywords are represented by m仏l' trained using the 
keyword speech， and the garbage models are trained using 
the extraneous speech. The main disadvantage of such ap
proaches is the task-dependency. Model retraining is re
quired when the vocabulary changes. Mor巴over， the train
ing data must include a large number of keyword occur
rences for robust位創rung.

. The garbage models are selected from a set of common 
acoustic models [3] 

In 出is case， a speech corpus for a separate task is used to 
train only on巴 common acoustic set. A subset of this set 
is used as garbage models. A typical case is to represent 
the keywords by ∞ntext-dependent H恥仏1， and the non
keyword portions by context-independent }動1M. In some 
works， a subset of context-dependent models is also used 
as garbage models [3，4). 

The main disadvantage of such methods is the high rate 
of false rej巴ctions (percentage of true keywords r句ected)
However， since the syntax allows any garbage models se
quence， the keywords are also included in these sequences 
The overlapping of contexts causes garbage models to be 
decoded instead of keywords目

Most keyword spotters use two sets of acoustic models trained 
using keyword and non-keyword speech， respectively. Rose and 
Paul suggest that出e performance of a keyword spotter may be in
creased by training phonemic garbage models using a large corpus 
of non-keyword speech [3] 

In出is paper， we pro戸se a novel method for modeling 
the non-keyword intervals based on 出e use of bilingual hidden 
Markov models. In our method， we use garbage models trained 
using a speech corpus of a language 0山町出初出e t紅get language. 
Our goal is to develop a task-independent keyword spotter， and to 
overcome the problem of the overlapping of contexts 
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second pass， the putative hits are verified using log likelihood ratio 
scores [3， 8] as follows: 
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(2) S < f ， putative hit is rejected 
SとE ， putative hit is accepted， 

where logPk is the log Iikelihood of白e putative hit， logPb is the 
log likelihood of the alternate hypothesis given by the background 
network， t. is白e starting time of the putative hit， te is the ending 
tirne of the putative hit，釦d E is the threshold that must be ad
justed. The background network is composed of garbage models 
connected to form syllables as in Japanese language. The garbage 
mode1s which紅e used in the re氾ognizer are used in the back
ground network， too. The sequence of the decoded garbage mod
els， which overlaps the decoded putative keyword hit is used to 
provide the a1ternate hypothesis. Using background network， we 
C加account for the variabilities in time of the keyword scores， and 
the decision for separating true keyword hits from fa1se a1arms is 
more reliable. 

Figure 2 shows由e histogram of the log Iikelihood ratio nor
ma1ized scores. As can be seen， the true hits and the fa1se a1arms 

紅e very well separated. Therefore， a threshold c組be established 
to provide a trade-off between the recognition rate and r民jection
rate. 

Fig. 3. Recognition network for keyword spotting system 
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Fig. 1. B10ck diagram of the system 

2. PROPOSED KEY耳;VORD SPOTIING APPROACH 

The m創n requirement in our approach is acoustic similarity be
twee目白e target and ‘garbage' languages. Instead of ana1ytica1 
comparison， we compar巴d the two languages based on the Interna
tiona1 Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) [7]. The IPA has been developed 
by the Internationa1 Phonetic Association， and is a set of symbols 
which represents the sounds of language in written form. Pre
viously， in some studies [9] the IPA was a1so used for selecting 
a common phoneme set for multilingual speech recognition. In 
those studies， the obtained results showed the effìciency of using 
the IPA. Based on IPA， American English acoustica11y covers出E
Japanese language effìcient1y. Therefore， the choiαof English is 
reasonable， and the English Ht.仏1 garbage models -位ained from 
a large spe四h corpus of guar釦teed non-keyword speech・釘e ex
pect巴d to represent the non-keyword interva1s without rejecting 
the町ue keyword hits. However， HMM trained using a database 
of Americ組English e筒ciently covers the non-keyword interva1s， 
but not the keyword portions. 

Figure I shows the block diagram of the keyword spotting sys
tem based on bili日gua1 HMM. As can be seen， our approach is a 
two-pass keyword spotting technique. In the first pass， English 
garbage models are connected with Japanese keywords. In the 
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Fig.S. Rりections rates using clean test data 

ln these experiments， th巴 test set consists of Japanese telephone 
speech recorded in a clean environment， and it contains 1，548 short 
utterances (of which only 1 ，133 contain a keyword). 1n total， the 
test set contains 7740 non-keywords. The vocabulary consists of 
100 keywords (country names)， and the grarnmar allows at most 
one keyword per utterance. 

Figures 4 and 5 show出巴 resuIts after the first pass. As can be 
seen，出e Japanese garbage models cause a high 吋ection rate and 
low recognition rate. The recognition rate is increased by tuning 
the word insertion penalty. However， the rejection rate is drasti
ca))y decreased. 

The figures show also白at by using English garbage models， 
the word insertion penalty appears not to have a significant e仔ect
on出e recognition rate. Although in both cases the RCR is high， 
the number of false alarms is still large. To reduce the false alarms， 
a posteriori thresholding based on 白e noロnalized log likelihood 
ratio scores is used in the second pass. Figures 6 and 7 show 
the perfoロnance of the syst巴m. Using Japanese garbage models， 

• Equal Rate (ER)ー1t shows equal RCR and RJR 

S. EXPERIl\但�NTS AND RESULTS 

3. ACOUSTIC MODELS - SYNTAX 

The Japanese keywords are represented by gender-dependent， 
context -dep巴ndent H恥骨1. The models are trained using a large 
corpus of telephone speech (fixed line speech and mobile tele
phone speech). The feature vectors are of size 38 (12 MFCC + 12 
ムMFCC+12 ムム加lFCC+ムEnergy+ムムEnergy)ーA set of 28 
context-independent， 3-state single Gaussian lTh晶1位制ed using 

出e same speech corpus is chosen as白e Japanese garbage models 
for comparison pu中oses. The English garbage models are rep
resented by context-independent， 3・state single Gaussian H.f\⑪f 
Twenty-eight models trained using the恥1ACROPHONE Arneri
C釦 English telephone speech corpus 紅e used. Figure 3 shows the 
syntax， which a))ows at most one keyword per utterance目

4. DEFIN1TIONS OF EVALUATION MEASURES 

For the evaluation， the following three measures are used: 

• Recognition Rate (RCR)・The percentage of keywords de
tected. 

・Rejection Rate (RJR)ーThe percentage of non-keywords re・
j巴cted.

ハunべυ円〆“
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Fig. 8. Recognition rates using noisy t巴st data 
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Fig.9. Rり巴ctions rates using noisy test data 

the word insertion penalty is tuned in the first pass to achieve the 
maximum recognition rate (word insertion penalty = 30). As we 
C叩see， by a司justing the threshold， the r匂ection rate is drasti・
cally increased (the false alarms are decreased) without significant 
decrease in the recognition rate目 With English garbage models， 
we achieved a 92.04% equal rate，with Japanese garbage models， 
9 1 .57%. The results show the benefits of using English garbage 
models. Using English garbage models， we achieved higher per
fonnance， without word insertion penalty tuning 

Figures 8 and 9 show the results obtained using noisy data. 
In these experiments， the test set consists of mobile phone speech 
collected under noisy conditions， and contains 686 short utter釦ces
(of which only 564 contain a keyword). In total， the test set con
tains 2164 non-keywords. The vocabulary consists of 100 key
words， and the grammar al10ws at most one keyword per utterance. 
The resu1ts show出at using Eng1ish garbage models， the improve
ment in the recognition rate is not significant， even after tuning由e
word insertion penalty. Wi白Japanese g紅bage mode1s， word in
sertion penalty ωning is necessary. In both cases， however， by tun
ing the word insertion penalty， the rej巴ction rate is drastical1y de
creased. Using English garbage models， we achieved after出resh-
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olding and without word insertion penalty tuning a 85.64% equal 
rate. After word insertion penalty tuning (maximum recognition 
rate)， we achieved a 87.29% equal rate. Using English garbage 
mode1s，o町system performed better 出an when using Japanese 
garbage models (85 .57% after word insertion penalty tuning)， even 
without word insertion penalty tuning. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper presents a nove1 two-pass keyword spo口ing technique 
The proposed technique is based on hidden Markov mode1s， and 
uses as garbage mode1s phonemic HMM trained using a speech 
corpus of a 1anguage other than the target language. In our sωdy， 
the target language is Japanese， and Eng1ish was chosen as the 
'garbage' 1anguage. The main advantage of our method is the 
task-independency， and also p征ameter tuning (e.g. word inser
tion penalty) does not have a serious effect on出e perform釦ce
The m巴thod was evaluated through experiments on cIean and noisy 
telephone speech data. The resu1ts showed the e釘ectiveness of 
our method compared to a conventional method. For a vocabulary 
of 100 keywords and using cIean test data we achieved a 92.04% 
equal rate. Using noisy te1ephone speech data and a vocabulary of 
100 keywords we achieved a 87 .29% equal rate. In both cases， the 
achieved resu1ts are very promising and show the effectiveness of 
our proposed method. In a future study， we p1an to evaluate our 
method using larger vocabularies. 
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